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possesses a particular characteristic. It comes into focus without announcement or awareness

as the years unfold. Not suddenly, but quietly. Almost imperceptibly. Like random pieces of a

puzzle—each a different shape and size—the events and people and ideas of a decade begin

to come together in a meaningful form. First a corner, then a side, finally the entire border falls

into place. But the scene is not immediately clear.Years must pass. As they do, more sections

fit together, and meaningfulness starts to emerge. By the end of the decade, the seasoned

picture is obvious, including the shading, harmony of colors, and even our feelings about the

finished product. Every decade puts a frame around its own particular scene.I was born in

1934. As I reflect on the decade of the 1930s through the lens of history (and discussion with

those who were adults during that era), I get the distinct impression that it was a decade of

idealism. Renewed hope clawed its way from beneath the devastation of the Great Depression.

Optimism and diligence joined hands with determination, giving our country a needed boost

out of the ominous shadows of the late 1920s.I was a growing youngster in the 1940s—a

decade of patriotism. Nationalistic zeal reached its zenith as “our boys” slugged it out in Europe

and the Far East. Simultaneous gasoline and food rationing, plus an unconditional commitment



to win, gave us a feeling of pride and partnership as we rallied around the flag. Nobody, it

seemed, questioned authority or tolerated the slightest action that smacked of insubordination.

Babies born in the forties learned the pledge of allegiance as early in life as they learned the

alphabet. Patriotism characterized the 1940s.By the 1950s, I was a young man. My high-school

years in East Houston could have been the perfect place to film Happy Days. My education

continued, and a hitch in the Marine Corps, a new bride, and a change in careers marked

those days in my life. Looking back, I have little trouble identifying that era. It was a decade of

materialism, a time of dreaming, learning, earning, and succeeding. “The good life” became

attainable to all who would work longer hours and push for the top. War was behind us and

new frontiers were open to us if only we would pay the price—advanced education and

additional hours on the job. What we overlooked was the growing number of children and

adolescents who got caught in the back-wash of our materialistic greed. They would sit down

and be quiet only so long. The fuse burned shorter each year that decade. It was only a matter

of time before the powder keg would blow.Then came the 1960s. Who could ever forget the

anger, the riots, the frenzy of the sixties? A decade of rebellion. A new music with a heavy beat

made parents frown in disapproval and kids scream with excitement. The foundations of our

new frontiers came unglued. Campus riots, civil-rights marches, political assassinations, the

growing addiction to television, domestic runaways, sit-ins, drug abuse, unemployment, the

threat of nuclear attack, and burning cities and draft cards made the president’s job a hell-on-

earth nightmare. Snarling defiance replaced submissive allegiance. On top of it all was that

weird war in Southeast Asia—the black eye on Uncle Sam’s face—the no-win wound that

refused to heal. Nothing was quiet on the Western Front in the 1960s.The overt rebellion of that

stormy era led us, limping and licking our wounds, into the 1970s. Depressing folk songs and

the strumming of a guitar had now become our national emblem. Increased passivity

characterized much of the leadership in the 1970s as more of our youth began to rethink the

work-hard-so-you-can-get-rich materialism mentality. Confusion began to replace confidence,

ushering us into a decade of disillusionment. You name it, a question mark could be attached

to it. The integrity of our Oval Office? The “proper” role of women? The need for national

defense? Capital punishment? The media? The home? The school? The church? The

prisons? The establishment? Nuclear energy? Ecology? Marriage? Education? Rights? And I

may as well add: Purpose? Direction? Hope? We lost our grip on absolutes in the 1970s.The

“aimless eighties” taught us to seek security in wealth and happiness in possessions.

Prosperity distracted us and kept us blissfully unaware of how far we were drifting from our

biblical moorings. In the nineties, news became entertainment, “reality” took over television,

and truth became a matter of opinion. The millennial decade put technology in our pockets and

a world of information at our fingertips. As the Internet came of age, it became possible to hold

any opinion and back it up with reams of support from a host of experts. Now, for all our

prosperity, all our creature comforts, all our technology, and all our information, we still struggle

to know our purpose, chart a clear direction, or find lasting hope.As a communicator of God’s

timeless truth, I must face current realities. We cannot remain aimless very long without

encountering disaster. God’s eternal and essential principles must be firmly grasped and

communicated if we hope to survive. None of them is new. But for too long, too many of them

have been buried under the debris of tired clichés and predictable talk of yesteryear. Most

people I know are not at all interested in religious bromides that come across in a dated and

dull fashion. We need biblical fixed points to hang on to—firm, solid handles that will help us

steer our lives in a meaningful manner. What we really want is something to grab—believable,

reliable truth that makes sense for today’s generation, instructions on how to live confidently in



an aimless world.I have only that to offer in this volume. Within these pages are ancient truths

presented in today’s terms for today’s person, facing today’s demands. Each chapter deals with

a different essential that will, if applied in a personal manner, increase your confidence and

your ability to cope with current crises, because it rests on the bedrock of inspired revelations,

the Holy Bible. When these insights are lived out in your life, you will soon discover that they

will strengthen your grip on the Life Preserver that won’t submerge when the tide rises. And

best of all, these principles never change. We have our Lord to thank for that! He is “the same

yesterday and today, yes, and forever” (Heb. 13:8). He is still in charge. In spite of how things

may appear, our times are still in His hands. If your circumstances are starting to loosen your

confidence in God’s sovereign control, this book will help strengthen your grip.Chuck

SwindollFrisco, Texas1STRENGTHENING YOUR GRIP ON PRIORITIESThe Tyranny of the

Urgent is a small booklet with a big fist. Its message is uncomplicated and direct. Actually, it’s a

warning to all of us. There are times when its penetrating blow punches my lights out! Like a

guided missile, it assaults and destroys all excuses I may use.Here, in one sentence, is the

warning: Don’t let the urgent take the place of the important in your life.1 Oh, the urgent will

really fight, claw, and scream for attention. It will plead for our time and even make us think

we’ve done the right thing by calming its nerves. But the tragedy of it all is this: While you and I

were putting out the fires of the urgent (an everyday affair), the important was again left in a

holding pattern. And interestingly, the important is neither noisy nor demanding. Unlike the

urgent, it patiently and quietly waits for us to realize its significance.WHAT IS IMPORTANT TO

YOU?Forgetting the urgent for a few minutes, ask yourself what is really important to you. What

do you consider “top priority” in your life? That is a big question, maybe one you need some

time to think about. I began to think about it years ago when I was a minister in a sizable

church where I faced a busy schedule week after week. I decided to think seriously about my

priorities and the priorities of our growing ministry. It helped. What I discovered is worth

passing on to others. Who knows? It may be just what you need to hear today.Let me give you

a little background. In some ways, people and organizations are alike. Both tend to lose vitality

rather than gain it as time passes. Both also tend to give greater attention to what they were

rather than what they are becoming. It’s easier to look back and smile on yesterday’s

accomplishments than it is to look ahead and think about tomorrow’s possibilities.I realized my

own tendency to do that when the church I pastored in Fullerton, California, moved into brand-

new facilities on nearly twelve acres of choice land in a Los Angeles suburb. Five new, lovely,

spacious, efficient structures housed our church family. The answer to years of praying and

sacrificial giving. A dream come true. God had again done wonders among us.It soon became

apparent, however, that if we weren’t alert and careful, we would slump into a continuous focus

on where we had been rather than on where we were going … what we were in the process of

becoming. God’s people are not museum pieces, placed and anchored on a shelf to collect

dust. We are alive, moving, and active people called by Him to make an impact on a world that

isn’t quite sure which end is up. But to do that, we need to determine our priorities.As I opened

my Bible and began to search for direction, I came across the second chapter of 1

Thessalonians, a letter Paul wrote centuries ago to a growing group of Christians. He began

this chapter by saying: “For you yourselves know, brethren, that our coming to you was not in

vain” (v. 1).Although he certainly had not stayed there among them very long, his coming was

no wasted effort. It may have been brief and, on occasion, discouraging, but it wasn’t in

vain.FOUR PRIORITIES FOR LIVINGAfter declaring this fact, Paul then pinpoints the

characteristics of his life and ministry in Thessalonica. In doing so he sets forth four essential

priorities for every church in any era—or, for that matter, any life.Be BiblicalLooking back over



the weeks they were together, he recalls his initial impressions.But after we had already

suffered and been mistreated in Philippi, as you know, we had the boldness in our God to

speak to you the gospel of God amid much opposition. For our exhortation does not come from

error or impurity or by way of deceit; but just as we have been approved by God to be entrusted

with the gospel, so we speak, not as pleasing men but God, who examines our hearts. (vv. 2–

4)I’m confident that there was a constant barrage of urgent needs pounding away on Paul’s

mind, but he made sure that his life and ministry were firmly fixed on the important—the

Scriptures.Did you catch these thoughts as you read those verses?• When he spoke amidst

the strong current of public opposition, it was “the gospel of God” he shared (v. 2).• The very

foundation of his being was not “error” or “impurity” or “deceit,” but rather the truth of the

Scriptures (v. 3).• Furthermore, he considered the Word of God as something “entrusted” to

him. And it gave him such security and confidence that he didn’t feel the need to compromise

and become a “people pleaser” (v. 4).Even though it may sound old-fashioned, the first and

most significant priority we can cultivate is to make the Scriptures a part of our lives. A biblical

mentality is the secret to surviving the aimlessness of our day.We must daily soak ourselves in

the Scriptures. We must not just study, as through a microscope, the linguistic minutiae of a few

verses, but take our telescope and scan the wide expanses of God’s Word, assimilating its

grand theme of divine sovereignty in the redemption of mankind. “It is blessed,” wrote C. H.

Spurgeon, “to eat into the very soul of the Bible until, at last, you come to talk in scriptural

language, and your spirit is flavoured with the words of the Lord, so that your flood is Bibline

and the very essence of the Bible flows from you.”2I find it interesting that being committed to a

biblical mentality and lifestyle is so old it’s new! For sure, it’s rare. It also leads to a good deal of

self-examination. Did you observe this at the end of verse 4? As we begin to soak up the truths

of God’s Book, He goes to work on us! “The word of God is living and active. Sharper than any

double-edged sword, it penetrates even to dividing soul and spirit, joints and marrow; it judges

the thoughts and attitudes of the heart. Nothing in all creation is hidden from God’s sight.

Everything is uncovered and laid bare before the eyes of him to whom we must give

account” (Heb. 4:12–13, NIV1984).Descriptive, isn’t it? The principles and precepts of Scripture

touch what no surgeon’s scalpel can touch—the soul, the spirit, thoughts, attitudes, the very

essence of our being. And God uses His truths to help shape us and clean us up and mature

us in our walk with Him.Let’s take this to heart. Let’s determine that we are not going to allow

the tyranny of the urgent to steal from us those vitally important moments with our God in His

Word. First and foremost, let’s become people who are thoroughly committed to biblical

thinking and action.I find a second priority in this same part of 1 Thessalonians.Be

AuthenticListen to the way Paul talks about himself. For a moment he shifts the emphasis from

the message to the messenger. “For we never came with flattering speech, as you know, nor

with a pretext for greed—God is witness—nor did we seek glory from men, either from you or

from others, even though as apostles of Christ we might have asserted our authority” (1 Thess.

2:5–6).The man was real. He was so secure he peeled off all masks, all cover-ups, and stood

vulnerably before God and others. It’s beautiful! Even though he was an apostle—a genuine

first-century bigwig—he did not push for the limelight. He consciously resisted being a power

abuser.Ronald Enroth, author and professor of sociology at Westmont College, is correct in his

analysis of a leader’s use of power.Bible scholars point out that the New Testament concept of

authority as expressed in the Greek word exousia does not have the connotation of jurisdiction

over the lives of others. Rather, it is the authority of truth, the authority of wisdom and

experience which can be evidenced in a leader who is held up as a special example, who can

commend himself “to every man’s conscience in the sight of God.” (2 Cor. 4:2)3Paul was that



kind of leader. He did not take unfair advantage of his role as an apostle. Of top priority to him,

right alongside being a strong believer in the Scriptures, was being authentic.Webster’s

dictionary defines the term authentic by suggesting three things “authentic” is not: It is not

imaginary, it is not false, it is not an imitation. Today we would say that being authentic means

not being phony … free of the standard hype that often accompanies public gatherings.Let’s

make this a priority! Surrounded by numerous religious types to whom everything is “fantastic,”

“super,” and “incredible,” let’s work hard at being real. This means we are free to question, to

admit failure or weakness, to confess wrong, to declare the truth. When a person is authentic,

he or she does not have to win or always be in the top ten or make a big impression or look

super-duper pious.A man I deeply appreciate—a fine student and teacher of the Bible—

admitted in a public meeting that the more he studied prophecy the less he knew about it! I

smiled with understanding and admiration.Robert Wise, founding pastor of Our Lord’s

Community Church in Oklahoma City, helped take some of the tension out of my own tendency

to compete and continually achieve, always fearing failure. In his intriguing book Your Churning

Place, he mentions an experience that encouraged him to be real.I had a friend who used to

call me on the phone on Monday mornings. I’d pick up the phone and this minister would say,

“Hello, this is God. I have a gift for you today. I want to give you the gift of failing. Today you do

not have to succeed. I grant that to you.” Then he would hang up. I would sit there for 10

minutes, staring at the wall.The first time I couldn’t believe it. It was really the gospel. God’s

love means it’s even OK to fail. You don’t have to be the greatest thing in the world. You can

just be you.4Authentic people usually enjoy life more than most. They don’t take themselves so

seriously. They actually laugh and cry and think more freely because they have nothing to prove

—no big image to protect, no role to play. They have no fear of being found out, because

they’re not hiding anything. Let’s make the Bible our foundation. And as we apply its insights

and guidelines, let’s also cultivate a style that is authentic. In doing so we’ll need to watch our

attitude—our next priority.Be GraciousPaul deals with this third priority in 1 Thessalonians 2:7–

11 where he writes of the value of being gracious.But we proved to be gentle among you, as a

nursing mother tenderly cares for her own children. Having thus a fond affection for you, we

were well pleased to impart to you not only the gospel of God but also our own lives, because

you had become very dear to us. For you recall, brethren, our labor and hardship, how working

night and day so as not to be a burden to any of you, we proclaimed to you the gospel of God.

You are witnesses, and so is God, how devoutly and uprightly and blamelessly we behaved

toward you believers; just as you know how we were exhorting and encouraging and imploring

each one of you as a father would his own children.What a gracious, tolerant spirit! The man

was both approachable and tender. Did you notice the word pictures? He cared for others “as a

nursing mother” (v. 7) and dealt with them in their needs “as a father” (v. 11). He had

compassion. Of high priority to this capable, brilliant man of God was a gracious,

compassionate attitude.He admits that he was interested in doing more than dumping a

truckload of theological and doctrinal data on them … he wanted to share not only the gospel,

but his life.If there is one specific criticism we hear against our evangelical “camp” more than

any other, it is this: We lack compassion. We are more abrasive and judgmental than

thoughtful, tactful, compassionate, and tolerant. If we’re not careful, we tend to use people

rather than love them, don’t we? We try to change them and later help them, rather than

accept them as they are.A greatly needed priority is an attitude or disposition that is

characterized by grace. Do you recall Peter’s final bit of counsel? “But grow in the grace and

knowledge of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. To Him be the glory, both now and to the day

of eternity. Amen” (2 Pet. 3:18).Am I saying there is no place for conviction or a firm



commitment to truth? Of course not.All I plead for are threads of grace woven through the

garment of truth. If I live to be one hundred fifty, I will never buy the idea that it is an either/or

matter. Our world of hungry, hurting humanity longs for and deserves the message of truth

presented in attractive, gentle, gracious wrappings. Don’t forget: “As a mother … as a father.”

There is positive affirmation implied rather than negative nitpicking.Charlie Shedd illustrates

this so perfectly as he tells of an experience he had with Philip, one of his sons. The story

revolved around a bale of binder twine that had made the move with them from Nebraska to

Oklahoma.I had used it there to tie sacks of feed and miscellaneous items. It cost something

like $1.15. So I said, “Now, Philip, you see this binder twine? I want you to leave it alone.” But it

held a strange fascination for him and he began to use it anytime he wanted …That went on for

six or eight months. Then one day I came home tired. There was the garage, looking like a no-

man’s land with binder twine across, back and forth, up and down. I had to cut my way through

to get the car in. And was I provoked! I ground my teeth as I slashed at that binder twine.

Suddenly, when I was halfway through the maze, a light dawned. I asked myself, “Why do you

want this binder twine? What if Philip does use it?”So when I went in to supper that night,

Philip was there and I began, “Say, about that binder twine!” He hung his head and mumbled,

“Yes, Daddy.” Then I said, “Philip, I’ve changed my mind. You can use that old binder twine

anytime you want. What’s more, all those tools out in the garage I’ve labeled ‘No’—you go

ahead and use them. I can buy new tools, but I can’t buy new boys.” There never was a sunrise

like that smile. “Thanks, Daddy,” he beamed. And guess what, Peter. He hasn’t touched that

binder twine since!5That’s the way it works in a gracious, accepting climate. People become far

more important than rigid rules and demanding expectations.Thus far we’ve deposited into our

memory banks three vital priorities: those of being biblical, authentic, and gracious. In 1

Thessalonians 2:12–13 Paul deals with yet another priority. “So that you may walk in a manner

worthy of the God who calls you into His own kingdom and glory. And for this reason we also

constantly thank God that when you received from us the word of God’s message, you

accepted it not as the word of men, but for what it really is, the word of God, which also

performs its work in you who believe.”Be RelevantThere is a direct link here between talk and

walk. Paul’s message always has a relevant ring to it. Even though the truth of the Scriptures is

ancient, when it is received, it goes to work today; it is up to date and continually at “work in

you who believe” (v. 13).If we are hoping to reach our generation, we must make relevance a

high priority. That is exactly what Jesus Christ did. He met people as they were, not as they

“ought to have been.” Angry young men, blind beggars, proud politicians, loose-living

streetwalkers, dirty and naked victims of demonism, and grieving parents got equal time. They

all hung on His every word. Even though He could have blown them away with His knowledge

and authority, He purposely stayed on their level. Jesus was the epitome of relevance. And still

is.It is we who have hauled His cross out of sight. It is we who have left the impression that it

belongs only in the sophisticated, cloistered halls of a seminary or beautifully beneath the soft

shadows of stained glass and cold marble statues. I applaud George MacLeod, who put it this

way:I simply argue that the Cross be raised again at the center of the market place as well as

on the steeple of the church. I am recovering the claim that Jesus was not crucified in a

cathedral between two candles, but on a cross between two thieves; on a town garbage heap;

at a crossroad so cosmopolitan that they had to write His title in Hebrew and in Latin and in

Greek … at the kind of place where cynics talk smut, and thieves curse, and soldiers gamble.

Because that is where He died, and that is what He died about. And that is where Christ’s men

ought to be, and what church people ought to be about.6REVIEW AND WRAP UPThe tyranny

of the urgent will always outshout the essential nature of the important … if we let it. We have



determined not to let that happen. The secret is establishing personal priorities. I have

suggested four:• Set a firm foundation—be biblical.• Apply the truth of the Scriptures—be

authentic.• Develop a compassionate attitude—be gracious.• Stay current, always up to date

—be relevant.As we begin to do this, Christianity becomes something that is absorbed, not just

worn. It is more than believed; it is incarnated.And if there is anything that will catch the

attention of preoccupied people fighting the fires of the urgent, it is God’s truth incarnated. It

happened in the first century, and it can happen in the twentieth. Even in an aimless world like

ours.DISCUSSION QUESTIONS AND IDEAS TO HELP YOU STRENGTHEN YOUR GRIP ON

PRIORITIESBefore going on to the next chapter, pause and reflect. Take time to review and

apply.• All of us face the tyranny of the urgent. It has a way of eclipsing the important. Think

about the urgent demands on your life. Name a few to yourself. Now consider this: What

important things are being ignored because of the urgent?• In this chapter we thought about

four top-priority items, according to 1 Thessalonians 2:1–13. Can you name each one as you

read this section of Scripture?• Why are these so important? What happens if they are

missing from a person’s life? Or from one’s church?• Now consider seriously what you could

change in your schedule or your way of living to make room for these priorities. Be

specific.• Spend a minute or two in prayer. Thank God for speaking to you about these

essentials. Ask Him to help you give less attention to the urgent and more to the

important.2STRENGTHENING YOUR GRIP ON INVOLVEMENTI know of no more potent killer

than isolation. There is no more destructive influence on physical and mental health than the

isolation of you from me and us from them. It has been shown to be a central agent in the

etiology of depression, paranoia, schizophrenia, rape, suicide, mass murder, and a wide variety

of disease states.”1Those are the words of Professor Philip Zimbardo, a respected authority on

psychology from Stanford University, a man who faces the blunt blows of reality in daily doses.

His words are not only true, they are downright frightening. No longer are we a share-and-

share-alike people. We are independent cogs in complex corporate structures. We wear

headsets as we jog or do our lawns or walk to class or eat in cafeterias. Our watchword is

“privacy”; our commitments are short-term. Our world is fast adopting the unwritten regulation

so often observed in elevators: “Absolutely no eye contact, talking, smiling, or relating without

written permission from the management.” The Lone Ranger, once a fantasy hero, is now our

model, mask and all.How times have changed! John Donne, a seventeenth-century sage from

the Old Country, would never have thought it possible. He wrote these once-familiar, but soon-

to-be-forgotten thoughts:No man is an island, entire of itself; every man is a piece of the

continent, a part of the main; if a clod be washed away by the sea, Europe is the less … any

man’s death diminishes me, because I am involved in mankind; and therefore never send to

know for whom the bell tolls; it tolls for thee.2Our aimless, lonely generation has great difficulty

understanding such concepts as the interrelatedness of humankind. Thanks to the now-

accepted policy of many businesses to transfer employees and their families across the nation

with each promotion, even the extended family bonds are now being loosened. Involvement

with our roots is reduced to snapshots and phone calls at Christmas. Family reunions and

seasonal rituals are nearly extinct as relatives become curious aliens to our children. All this

and much, much more, plus the inevitable, irritating hassles connected with cultivating close

relationships, cause us to move away from each other into our own separate houses where we

isolate ourselves still further in our own separate bedrooms. We pursue self-sufficient lifestyles

that make sharing unnecessary.As one man observes, “The well-tended front lawn is the

modern moat that keeps the barbarians at bay.”3 Anonymity, cynicism, and indifference are fast

replacing mutual support and genuine interest. It may seem on the surface to be more efficient,



but remember the counsel of Dr. Zimbardo: Isolation is actually a “potent killer.”WHAT IS

INVOLVEMENT?In the dictionary we find that being involved means “to draw in as a

participant, to relate closely, to connect, to include.” When you and I involve ourselves with

someone, we “connect” with them. We think of them as we make our plans. We actually

operate our lives with others in clear focus. We draw them in as participants in our activities.

We include them.To break this down into manageable terms, Christians have at least four

areas of involvement to maintain:Our involvement with God. In the past, this involvement

resulted in our salvation—our new birth through faith in Jesus Christ. Currently it is our

everyday walk with Christ through life. To maintain a close connection with our Lord, we think of

Him as we make our plans, we pray, we explore the rich treasures of His Word. This is the

single most significant involvement in all of life, but it is not automatic.Our involvement with

members of our family. Parents, children, relatives, mates … Christian or not—all of these

people comprise our circle of close contact. We include them in our thinking, some, of course,

more closely than others.Our involvement with other Christians. Usually, these people are

selected from the church we attend. The number grows as we “connect” with others through

areas of mutual interest. Some of us could list literally hundreds of Christian friends with whom

we have a relationship. This becomes a major factor in our ability to cope with life on this

planet, an otherwise lonely and discouraging pilgrimage.Our involvement with non-Christians.

We work alongside them, do business with them, live near them, go to school next to them,

and are usually entertained by them. Unfortunately, most Christians cut off all close ties with

non-Christians within a few months after salvation. Small wonder we find it difficult to share our

faith with others. I’ll talk more about that in chapter 14.BEING INVOLVED WITH OTHER

CHRISTIANSFor the balance of this chapter, let’s center our attention on the third area of

involvement—our relationship with others in God’s family. If you are not a Christian or if you are

a new believer, you might think that the Christian-with-Christian relationship is one step short

of heavenly bliss. On the contrary. Although there are some beautiful exceptions, it has been

my observation that we Christians are often at odds with each other.Someone once suggested

that we are like a pack of porcupines on a frigid wintry night. The cold drives us closer together

into a tight huddle to keep warm. As we begin to snuggle really close, our sharp quills cause us

to jab and prick each other—a condition that forces us apart. But before long we start getting

cold, so we move back to get warm again, only to stab and puncture each other once more.

And so we participate in this strange, rhythmic “tribal dance.” We cannot deny it, we need each

other, yet we needle each other!To dwell above with saints we love,That will be grace and

glory.To live below with saints we know;That’s another story!4How can we break ye olde

porcupine syndrome? The answer in one word is involvement. Or, to use the biblical term, it is

fellowship. “And they were continually devoting themselves to the apostles’ teaching and to

fellowship, to the breaking of bread and to prayer” (Acts 2:42).This verse of Scripture is a

statement of immense significance. Historically, the church has just come into existence. About

three thousand new Christians are huddled together in the streets of Jerusalem. They have

nothing tangible to lean on—no building, no organization, no church constitution and bylaws,

no “pastor,” not even a completed copy of the Scriptures. What did they do? This verse says

they devoted themselves to the instruction of the apostles, to the ordinances, to prayer, and to

fellowship.The Greek term for fellowship is koinonia. The root meaning is “common.” The next

three verses from Acts 2 reveal just how closely they were bound together.And everyone kept

feeling a sense of awe; and many wonders and signs were taking place through the apostles.

And all those who had believed were together, and had all things in common; and they began

selling their property and possessions, and were sharing them with all, as anyone might have



need. (vv. 43–45)To borrow from the familiar words of John Fawcett’s hymn, “Blest Be the Tie,”

these first-century Christians shared their mutual woes, their mutual burdens they bore, and

often for each other flowed a sympathizing tear.OBSERVATIONS OF FIRST-CENTURY

INVOLVEMENTI observe that their mutual involvement had four characteristics:1. It was

entered into by everyone (three times we read “all”).2. It helped hold them together in times

of great need.3. It was genuine, spontaneous, and never forced. Sincerity was there.4. It

added to their sense of unity and harmony.In Acts 4 we read more about the early days of the

church:And the congregation of those who believed were of one heart and soul; and not one of

them claimed that anything belonging to him was his own; but all things were common property

to them …For there was not a needy person among them, for all who were owners of lands or

houses would sell them and bring the proceeds of the sales, and lay them at the apostles’ feet;

and they would be distributed to each, as any had need. (Acts 4:32, 34–35)Amazing! Ancient

koinonia must have been something to behold. As I try to form a mental picture of it, I come up

with this description: Koinonia is expressions of authentic Christianity freely shared among

members of God’s family. It is mentioned about twenty times in the New Testament. Without

exception it is invariably expressed in one of two directions.First, it is used in the sense of

sharing something with someone such as food, money, supplies, encouragement, time, and

concern. And second, it is used in the sense of sharing in something with someone, like a

project, a success, a failure, a need, a hurt.The significance of all this is that biblical koinonia is

never something done alone. In other words, God’s desire for His children is that we be

personally and deeply involved in each other’s lives. It is not His will that we start looking like

touch-me-not automatons covered over with a thin layer of shiny chrome. Our superficial “How

ya’ doin’?” and “Have a nice day” won’t cut it. There was none of this lack of involvement in that

group of first-century Christians. There wasn’t a porcupine among them!WHY GET INVOLVED?

As I search God’s Word for reasons to break with the isolationism of this age, I find two

inescapable facts: God commands it and the body, the Church, needs it.God Commands ItWe

read in Romans 12:9–16 a series of commands:• Let love be without hypocrisy. Abhor what is

evil; cleave to what is good.• Be devoted to one another in brotherly love; give preference to

one another in honor; not lagging behind in diligence, fervent in spirit, serving the Lord;

rejoicing in hope, persevering in tribulation, devoted to prayer, contributing to the needs of the

saints, practicing hospitality.• Bless those who persecute you; bless and curse not.• Rejoice

with those who rejoice, and weep with those who weep.• Be of the same mind toward one

another; do not be haughty in mind, but associate with the lowly. Do not be wise in your own

estimation.All those verses are actually an outgrowth of the first command, “Let love be without

hypocrisy.” Look at the way The Living Bible presents verses 9 and 10: “Don’t just pretend that

you love others: really love them. Hate what is wrong. Stand on the side of the good. Love each

other with brotherly affection and take delight in honoring each other.”Away with hypocrisy!

Farewell to indifference! God commands that we reach out, accept, and affirm one another.

This means that we consciously resist the strong current of the stream we are in … the one

that dictates all those excuses:“I’m just too busy.”“It’s not worth the risk.”“I don’t really need

anyone.”“I’ll get burned if I get too close.”“If I reach out, I’ll look foolish.”The devil’s strategy for

our times is working. He has deluded us into believing that we really shouldn’t concern

ourselves with being our brother’s keeper. After all, we have time pressures and work demands

(that relentless, fierce determination to be number one), not to mention anxieties prompted by

economic uncertainty. And who really needs our help anyway? I’ll tell you who—just about

every person we meet, that’s who. Don’t be fooled by the secure-looking, self-reliant veneer

most of us wear. Deep down inside there’s usually a scared little kid who is waiting for



someone to care, to hold his or her hand, to affirm and love with authentic affection.God

commands us to be involved because He has made us dependent beings. Remember what He

said to Adam just before He gave him Eve? “It is not good for the man to be alone” (Gen. 2:18).

This brings up the second reason to be involved.The Body Needs ItRead again these familiar

words:• As it is, there are many parts, but one body.• The eye cannot say to the hand, “I

don’t need you!” And the head cannot say to the feet, “I don’t need you!”• On the contrary,

those parts of the body that seem to be weaker are indispensable, and the parts that we think

are less honorable we treat with special honor. And the parts that are unpresentable are

treated with special modesty, while our presentable parts need no special treatment. But God

has combined the members of the body and has given greater honor to the parts that lacked it,

so that there should be no division in the body, but that its parts should have equal concern for

each other.• If one part suffers, every part suffers with it; if one part is honored, every part

rejoices with it.• Now you are the body of Christ, and each one of you is a part of it (1 Cor.

12:20–27, NIV1984).In order for Christ’s body, the Church, to do its thing, we must be working

together as a team. To dispel division, we are to be involved with one another. To keep down

disease, to mend fractures, to accelerate healing, we must be interdependent. Furthermore, we

need to assist each other as servants and friends—just like a human body comes to the aid of

its injured parts.During an adolescent period in my own spiritual growth, I went through a stage

where I felt I really didn’t need anyone. I “used” a few people during that time, and I

occasionally acted out a role that looked like I was willing to be involved, but deep down inside

I kept my distance. Hidden pride played games within me, I am ashamed to admit, as I

mouthed the right stuff, but I had no interest whatever in reaching out or allowing anyone else

to reach in.It was at that time God went to work on my attitude. He used every possible means,

it seemed, to get my attention and reveal to me my need for others. Looking back, I can now

see why He didn’t let up. With relentless regularity He stayed on my case, punching, pushing,

pulling, pressing, penetrating. The best part of all was the beautiful way others ministered to me

—and I was forced to face the fact that I needed them just like Paul writes in 1 Corinthians 12. I

learned by experience: “The eye cannot say to the hand, ‘I have no need of you’” (v. 21,

RSV).In the family of God, there is no such thing as a completely independent member of the

body. We may act like it for a while, but ultimately He shows us how much we need one

another.WHAT DOES INVOLVEMENT INCLUDE?As I read verses 25 through 27 of 1

Corinthians 12, I find at least three particular ingredients in meaningful involvement:

spontaneity, vulnerability, and accountability.SpontaneityRead again verse 25. “So that there

should be no division in the body, but that its parts should have equal concern for each

other” (NIV1984).I’m glad God expresses Himself here like He does. “Should.” Not “must.” Not

“You better, or else!” Spontaneous willingness is implied in “should.”When God prompts

involvement, it is not contrived. It’s never forced. It flows. There is no legislation, no galling

obligation. It’s done because the person wants to, not because he has to.VulnerabilityLook at

verse 26: “If one part suffers, every part suffers with it; if one part is honored, every part

rejoices with it” (NIV1984).There is a lot of personal feeling in these words. The one who gets

involved doesn’t play the role of prim-and-proper Mr. Clean. No, he is human, vulnerable—

capable of being wounded, open to attack, misunderstanding, or damage. He is

unguarded.When wounds ooze, vulnerable people get soiled. There is genuine sharing in the

hurt. Vulnerable people are fearless, however, when it comes to being broken. In her own,

inimitable style, Anne Ortlund writes of this as she reflects on a sermon her husband, Ray

preached on Mark 14:3.“Here came Mary,” he said, “with her alabaster vase of nard to the

dinner where Jesus was. She broke the bottle and poured it on Him.”An alabaster vase—milky



white, veined, smooth, precious.And pure nard inside! Gone forever. According to John 12:3,

the whole house became filled with the fragrance.Some story.***Christians file into church on a

Sunday morning. One by one by one they march in—like separate alabaster

vases.Contained.Self-sufficient.Encased.Individually complete.Contents undisclosed.No

perfume emitting at all.Their vases aren’t bad looking. In fact, some of them are the Beautiful

People, and they become Vase-Conscious: conscious of their own vase and of one another’s.

They’re aware of clothes, personalities, of position in this world—of exteriors.So before and

after church (maybe during) they’re apt to talk Vase Talk. Your ring is darling, what stone is

that? Did you hear if Harry got that job? What is Lisa’s boy doing for the summer? Is that all

your own hair? I may take tennis lessons if George wants to.***Mary broke her vase.Broke it!

How shocking. How controversial. Was everybody doing it? Was it a vase-breaking party? No,

she just did it all by herself. What happened then? The obvious: all the contents were forever

released. She could never hug her precious nard to herself again.5That’s the way it is with

vulnerability. It’s risky, but it’s so essential.There is one final ingredient in meaningful

involvement found in this 1 Corinthians passage.Accountability“Now you are the body of Christ,

and each one of you is a part of it” (v. 27, NIV1984).We are not only one massive body, we are

individuals, single units who carry out vital functions. This means we are accountable to one

another. As I quoted earlier, “No man is an island … every man is a piece of the continent.”In

our indifferent, preoccupied world of isolation and anonymity, it’s a comfort to know we are

linked together. Someone cares about us. Someone is interested. Someone notices. That’s

another benefit of being involved.For many years I served as the senior pastor of a rather large

congregation in Southern California. It is easy for a person to get completely lost in the shuffle

… to be a nameless face in a crowd. To feel no sense of identity. To accept no responsibility. To

drift dangerously near perilous extremes without anyone’s even knowing it. That’s why those in

leadership are constantly thinking of ways to cultivate an identity, to bring people out of

anonymity, to assure them that involvement includes accountability. It is easy to think that all

who come for worship are involved—are being noticed and encouraged. But such is not the

case.The grim reality of all this struck home sometime ago as I read the true account of an

experience my friend Dr. James Dobson had at a seminary. Jim had spoken on the subject of

the need for self-esteem among men in the ministry. Strangely, many people have the mistaken

idea that those preparing for ministry seldom struggle with inferiority. One young man was

brave enough to admit that he found himself paralyzed with fear, even though he sincerely

desired to help others as he served God. Dr. Dobson spoke openly of this common

predicament that gnaws on one’s soul.Sitting in the audience that same day was another

student with the same kind of problems. However he did not write me a letter. He never

identified himself in any way. But three weeks after I left, he hanged himself in the basement of

his apartment. One of the four men with whom he lived called long distance to inform me of the

tragedy. He stated, deeply shaken, that the dead student’s roommates were so unaware of his

problems that he hanged there five days before he was missed!6
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